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It is well known that Arizona brings the heat, and the nightlife in Scottsdale's Entertainment District is where it all ignites. The W
Scottsdale is a beacon for the crème de la crème, a chic spot to catch a Brody Jenner sighting, a suave cocktail, and a BLISSful
retreat at the spa all in one place, in the heart of Scottsdale. Priding itself on providing high-style comfort and function, W Scottsdale
aims and scores big all year long.

 

Locally, Phoenicians know that the summer heat brings on sweet summer deals for staycation. Why not catch rays in the trendiest pool at WET
at W Scottsdale? No need to travel to an out-of-state location, when the best DJ’s from all over the country travel here just to experience the
poolside action at WET, the newly remodeled pool area located above the lobby.

Nothing whispers posh more than a pet-friendly welcome for your pup. Not only does the W Scottsdale provide yoga for your dog, they greet
your furry family member with a pet toy and treat at check-in. Once in-room, a custom W bed awaits, alongside food and water. Various services
are available at your convenience including dog sitting, walking and grooming service. If you are the type to celebrate, they even have birthday
cake at your request!

 

Sushi Roku is a Scottsdale gem that stands on its own and is conveniently steps away from the lobby. Service here is exceptional and the food
id Instagram-worthy in every bite. The passion married to the fine ingredients is superb; if you miss this dining experience, you will regret it.
Spicy pork belly “Kakuni” fried rice topped with fried egg is a must. The beef rib eye wrapped asparagus with soy mirin sauce is comparable to
none. Your favorite sushi combos are available as well, and you can watch the authenticity of these creations within in your dining experiences
as the sushi bar and greeting is all a part of the ambience.
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No staycation would be complete without a trip to BLISS spa. Appropriately dubbed, the sweet scent of serenity greets you on arrival. A cozy
boutique spa that includes all your facial and massage needs as well as the much-talked -about fatgirlslim treatment. The fatgirlslim treatment
includes dry brushing, a heated wrap, and a good rub down for firming results, a clutch treatment before your poolside debut at W or your night
in Old Town Scottsdale.

Have a cocktail, catch some rays, and spent a night in or out in style at the W Scottsdale. Not just a scene for the hip and stylish, but a place
you can relax, fine dine and even pamper your pup. W Scottsdale is the sexiest staycation retreat this summer.
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